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Introduction 

The main argument of this work is that the discourse of social and economic rights in Brazil has 

been appropriated by privileged economic groups such that the constitutional protection of those 

rights is no longer carrying out its function to reduce economic inequality. 

 This results from a combination of factors related to the historic development of the 

Brazilian legal and constitutional system. The first factor is the patrimonialism that is entrenched 

in the legal culture and the institutions in Brazil. In this piece, patrimonialism is conceptually 

employed to describe the lack of institutional separation between public and private resources 

and the concomitant concentration of economic and political power in the hands of relatively few 

people. 

 The second factor is structural and is present in every society where effort is made to use 

the Judiciary as a tool for social transformation and in which the distribution of the legal 

resources for the protection of rights in courts is unequal. Because of the inequalities, those who 

have greater access to legal resources obtain greater protection of their rights. By consequence, 

judicial protection of social and economic rights tends to favor individuals who are better off, 

thus contradicting the very aim of the constitutional protection of these rights, which is reducing 

social and economic inequality. 

 The argument advanced in this piece has both a local and a universal character. The goal 

is to dispute the validity of protecting social and economic rights as if they were individual rights. 
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While the argument presented is valid for and applicable to any society, the extreme conditions 

of inequality prevalent in Brazil make it all the more pertinent. 

 This is because the principal mechanism for the protection of individual rights in modern 

society is filing claims or, in some cases, the execution of previously established administrative 

procedures. In every case, the protection of these rights requires significant legal acumen and 

resources. It means there is a very large probability that the poorest will not have access to the 

necessary resources for the protection of their social and economic rights, so that the resources 

only end up benefitting those who least need them. Hence, the protection of social and economic 

rights considered as individual rights has a negative distributive effect in society by failing to 

privilege the poorest and reinforcing economic inequality. 

 One topic that has recently garnered much attention from social scientists and jurists in 

Brazil, not to mention superior courts, is the judicialization of the right to health, particularly 

with regards the right to free distribution of medication. Recourse to the Judiciary to enforce the 

supposed right to free distribution of medication and in fact, as will be examined in greater detail, 

any medication at all, has become nearly pathological in character, escalating so much in recent 

years that there is a potential institutional crisis brewing that pits the Judiciary against various 

levels of the Executive. According to the Department of Pharmaceutical Assistance in the 

Ministry of Health, the amount of resources allocated by the federal government to high-cost 

medicaments because of court decisions has risen from 2.25 million Brazilian reals in 2005 to 

132.58 million (in today’s terms, around US$82 million) in 2010.1 In other words, in just five 

years there has been an absolute increase of 5,918.75%. This has generated a conflict leading to, 

                                                            
1 Agência Estado, April 28, 2011, available at http://www.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,sobe-5000-gasto-do-
governo-com-remedio-via-justica,711958,0.htm, last checked May 8, 2011. 
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in the first instance, a public hearing before Brazil’s Supreme Court (STF) on the matter and, 

subsequently, the drafting of new legislation to restrict judicial action. 

 Reflecting the presentation of the problem described above, this article will be divided 

into three parts. The first is a discussion of the historic context of patrimonialism in Brazil as 

well as the origins of economic inequality there. The second part will be devoted to the 

theoretical debate surrounding constitutional protection of social and economic rights, 

principally in the light of what is often referred to as “new constitutionalism,” along with an 

interpretation of the structure for protecting social and economic rights that is present in the 

Brazilian constitution. The third part consists of a case study of the current state of the 

judicialization of the right to health in Brazil, with special attention to free concession of 

medicine and the new legislation on the subject. In conclusion, the paper will discuss the 

parameter that is the most adequate for deciding individual lawsuits related to social and 

economic rights, as well as certain conclusions stemming from the case study that can be applied 

to constitutional theory as a whole. 

1. Democracy and Inequality 

This piece should be situated in the context of a traditional theme in constitutional theory, that of 

the capacity of the Judiciary to carry out social reform, particularly with regards the economic 

structure of society. It is a universal theme, yet one that can be observed in stark colors in Brazil 

because of the immense social inequality there. 

 Social inequality in Brazil cannot be historically explained with giving special attention 

to government structure. Traditionally, the debate over social inequality points to the private 

sector as the cause of such asymmetry. In the Brazilian case, however, it is also necessary to look 
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at the State as a source of inequality, precisely because that society was, and continues to be, 

marked by the phenomenon known as patrimonialism. The concept of patrimonialism was 

originally developed by Weber, which he used to characterize the lack in medieval societies of 

separation between private and state property.2 State property belonged to the ruling prince and 

all public services were privately financed by that prince, to such a point that the private property 

of the prince’s subjects was restricted. One of the primary elements of the transition to modern 

society, then, was the creation of a bureaucratic system and organization of the State that would 

use its own resources, resources that would be separated from the private property of citizens. 

This separation is seen as satisfying modern capitalism’s need for an efficient government whose 

actions are predictable in order to provide a solid foundation for the development of private 

enterprise that was initially mercantile and later industrial. 

 For Weber, the system of electoral democracy evolved naturally from the bureaucratic 

system, which demanded a measure of alternation in public offices. The electoral system fulfills 

this role by opening up some space for competition for those positions. In this way, modern 

capitalism, and the attendant rise of large companies and a middle consumer class, compelled the 

government to modernize, leading to the emergence of a state bureaucracy controlled by a 

competitive democratic system. This would lead to a greater distribution of both political and 

economic power. 

 This description, by virtue of its simplicity and adequacy in explaining the development 

of capitalism and the modern European state, took on the appearance of universal truth. The 

Brazilian case, to a large degree, poses a challenge to that universality, or at least to the 

interpretation that holds the process of modernization so described as the only possible course. In 

                                                            
2 Max Weber, ECONOMY AND SOCIETY, University of California Press, 1978, p. 231. 
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Brazil, social inequality and patrimonialism were preserved when its society and economy were 

modernized. 

 Raymundo Faoro, one of Brazil’s greatest jurists, has offered an explanation based on the 

country’s colonial history of the process by which patrimonialism was preserved despite the 

development of a bureaucracy and industrialized economy. He argues that a hybrid social 

structure was created in Brazil combining elements of feudal structures and modern capitalist 

society. According to Faoro, Brazilian colonial society was not structured in the same terms of 

social class as European medieval society, but instead involved a more fluid separation between 

the uppermost stratus and the rest of society.3 The division between the upper class and the 

subaltern social group was not absolute, and membership in the highest circles did not follow 

strict hereditary rules as was the case of medieval nobility. The most notable characteristic of this 

particular form of social organization was the disproportional concentration of political and 

economic power in the hands of one social group who shared common values. 

 Continuing with Faoro’s argument, the formation of this hybrid structure made it possible 

for patrimonialism to persist in spite of the process of industrialization that occurred in Brazil 

during the 20th century and other social transformations, such as the consolidation of electoral 

systems and economic industrialization. It is even possible to draw the conclusion that this 

structure was responsible for the preservation of extreme inequality in Brazil, even more so than 

the modernization of the economy, since economic modernization led to greater economic 

equality in other countries through the creation of a large market of consumers for industrial 

products. 

                                                            
3 Raymundo Faoro, OS DONOS DO PODER: A FORMAÇÃO DO PATRONATO POLÍTICO BRASILEIRO 
(Globo, 1975). 
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 This argument represents an attempt to provide an historical explanation for a genuine 

intellectual challenge for understanding Brazilian society, the challenge of identifying a reason 

that can explain why significant legal transformations whose effect in other countries was quasi-

revolutionary – take the abolition of slavery or the organization of a welfare state for example – 

did not have any meaningful impact on the reduction of social and economic inequality in Brazil. 

 Economic inequality in Brazil was at the end of the 20th century the same as at the 

beginning of the century, and remains among the highest in the world today. This despite the fact 

that, in the 1930s, a series of state protections for workers’ rights was implemented, as well as a 

national system for social security. These instruments, though considered efficient mechanisms 

for anti-cyclical economic control and the reduction of economic inequality, had no appreciable 

positive effect on income and economic resource distribution in Brazil. 

 The question that arises, then, is whether the transformations of recent decades, 

particularly the implementation of constitutional guarantees for social and economic rights, are 

genuinely transformational or whether they are simply the newest chapter in the history of social 

transformations that fail to affect income redistribution and eliminate the patrimonialist elements 

of Brazilian society. 

 The process of democratization in Brazil, in fact, displayed one characteristic that 

suggests that certain elements in this process were dependent on the continuity of patrimonialism. 

The main political theory that takes this stance in explaining the path followed by events in 

Brazil and several other Latin American countries is the so-called “theory of pacts among elites,” 

which explains the transition to democratic civilian regimes from military ones in terms of a 

series of pacts between the military, political, and economic elites of the countries in transition. 
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 According to this theoretical model, transition to democracy involves three moments: (i) 

a military moment; (ii) a political moment; and (iii) an economic moment.4 The military moment 

takes place when dictators adopt a more moderate stance after some sort of pact is made between 

the military and political elites. These pacts are not theoretically sustainable for the long-term, 

creating the opportunity for new pacts to be reached between political elites that do not include 

the military. In this second moment, the political moment, the theory holds, another pact must be 

made with regards the future organization of the political system, things such as electoral rules, 

party finances, the boundaries of electoral districts, a mechanism for the allocation of public 

appointments and budget, as well as a mechanism for resolving the conflicts that arise from the 

pact itself. In a third moment, then, we would witness actual political transformations, thus 

fulfilling the promise that such pacts would make possible “gradual, marginal transformation of 

profound social and economic inequality.”5 

 Thus, this theoretical explanation for the most recent transition to democracy itself 

appears to imply or even require the continuation of the long-standing patrimonialist elite. In fact, 

in the case of Brazil, several elements of the military regime were maintained intact during the 

process of democratization. To mention a few, the electoral system, the division and structure of 

the Executive, Legislative, and Judicial branches, the police and penal system, and the 

organization of the Judiciary did not undergo any significant changes. In other words, certain 

fundamental aspects of the distribution of power in the Brazilian State were maintained without 

any substantive alteration whatsoever. 

                                                            
4 O’DONNELL, G.; SCHMITTER, P. Transitions from Authoritarian Rule, Baltimore: The John Hopkins 
University Press, 1986. p. 37-47. 
5 Ibid, p. 44. 
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 Might it be possible to say the same with regards social and economic rights? Happily, 

the answer is, in many cases, no. The Brazilian Constitution of 1988 did in fact implement some 

innovations whose worth has yet to be duly appreciated by Brazilian constitutional scholars, 

particularly with regards the protection of social and economic rights. In the areas of education, 

health, and land reform, the drafting process was subjected to intense social pressure which led 

to a legal text that moved profoundly away from the traditional emphasis on protecting 

individual rights, adopting instead an attitude in favor of public policies. This will be the subject 

of the next section. 

2. The New Constitutionalism: The Judiciary as Means of Social Transformation? 

Over the past decade, many authors have started displaying great enthusiasm for the 

constitutionalization of basic rights in several countries. When this occurs in developing 

countries, the enthusiasm seems even greater. In particular, South Africa has been the subject of 

countless analyses, the majority of which form a constant source of praise for the quality and 

creativity of the decisions of that country’s highest court regarding important matters for the 

consolidation of democracy following the end of apartheid.6 Some Latin American countries 

have also given cause for similar hopes, such as Colombia, Argentina, and Chile. 

 That international discussion has left out Brazil, in large part because the Brazilian 

Supreme Court (STF) has traditionally shown deference to the executive branch. In addition, the 

Brazilian Constitution of 1988 is quite generous in terms of the role given basic rights in Article 

5, to which are added the social and economic rights recognized in Article 6. Given the large role 

accorded to rights, the debate has not focused on whether or not such rights should be 
                                                            
6 Frank I. Michelman, "The Rule of Law, Legality and the Supremacy of the Constitution" in CONSTITUTIONAL 
LAW OF SOUTH AFRICA 11-4 (Matthew Chaskalson, Janet Kentridge, Jonathan Klaaren, Gilbert Marcus, Derek 
Spitz & Stuart Woolman eds., Juta, 2005). 
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incorporated into the constitutional text, but rather on the best ways to implement protections of 

those rights in a country that is still developing, and the proper role of the Judiciary in this 

process. 

 Nevertheless, it turns out to be extremely interesting to compare the Brazilian national 

debate with the way the movement towards the constitutionalization of basic rights is portrayed 

in international discussions, often associated with the term “new constitutionalism.” There 

appears to be great hope in the rise of this “new constitutionalism,” which is taken as a sign of 

global expansion of democracy that features greater protection of basic rights in societies that 

have only recently reestablished constitutional regimes with competitive elections. A different 

explanation holds that just the opposite is true: that in fact what is occurring is a purposeful 

transfer of decision-making power from the Legislative to the Judiciary for certain complex 

questions.7 Put another way, this new constitutionalism would actually represent a movement 

across the globe to restrict the degree of control citizens wield through competitive elections. 

 In the Brazilian context, neither of these explanations seems adequate. Both are strongly 

based on North American experience. On one side are those who believe deeply in the capacity 

of the Judiciary to transform society, exemplified by the experience subsequent to Brown v. 

Board of Education, the decision that banned racial segregation in the United States of America. 

This positive experience is somewhat tainted by the incapacity of the Warren Court to carry out 

the social transformation to include social and economic rights and also, as some writers have 

                                                            
7 Ran Hirschl, TOWARD JURISTOCRACY: THE ORIGINS AND CONSEQUENCES OF THE NEW CONSTITUTIONALISM 
(Harvard, 2007), p 213 (“I have advanced here a strategic notion of judicial empowerment through 
constitutionalization as driven primarily by political interest to insulate certain policy preferences from popular 
pressures”). 
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proposed,8 by the fact that removing racial segregation’s legal basis failed to eliminate economic 

segregation in the North American society, which for skeptics aptly demonstrates the limits of 

the transformative power of the Judiciary.9 

 The identification, thus, of a global phenomenon of constitutionalization of individual 

rights that is independent of the specific movements underway in each society, movements that 

are more significant from the point of view of the democratic and constitutional lives of those 

countries, seems tenuous. Praising the work of a particular court overlooks the fact that for every 

constitutional court that grows stronger, there are others that are losing prestige and power. Prior 

to the South African court, the Supreme Court of Zimbabwe was considered the most 

sophisticated in the southern part of Africa. No one speaks of the Zimbabwe court in those terms 

any longer and, without doubt, it was not the change in the judges’ capacity that led to its decline. 

It was the very end of apartheid that brought it about, for many of the businesses and investments 

that had been temporarily diverted to Zimbabwe by trade embargoes levied on neighboring 

South Africa returned there when these were lifted, causing an economic crisis in Zimbabwe the 

consequences of which are relatively well-known, primary among them the complete 

dismantling of governmental institutions, including the formerly renowned Supreme Court. 

Similar occurrences take place in Latin America. For every court that is strengthened, such as in 

Colombia, there are others that grow weaker. The conclusion that can be drawn is that courts 

follow the constitutional destiny of their country, and not the other way around. The “new 

constitutionalism” is not any newer than the fresh dictatorships springing up around the world. 

                                                            
8 Frank I. Michelman “Foreword: On Protecting the Poor Through the Fourteenth Amendment,” 83 HARVARD LAW 
REVIEW 7 (1969). 
9 Frank I. Michelman “Symposium: ‘Brown’ at Fifty - Reasonable Umbrage: Race and Constitutional 
Antidiscrimination Law in the United States and South Africa,” 117 HARVARD LAW REVIEW 1378 (2004). 
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3.  Social and Economic Rights and Economic Inequality 

The question facing us now is whether constitutional protection for social and economic rights 

constitutes an effective means for reducing economic inequality. The hypothesis I would like to 

test here is that the answer to this question is necessarily negative in cases where this protection 

is solely based on the protection of individual rights; that is, when the principal mechanism used 

to guarantee them is the bringing of individual claims before the Judiciary by individuals who, 

one by one, seek redress for the violation of their “own” social or economic rights. 

 This type of recourse for the protection of social and economic rights will surely fail in 

terms of the larger objective to reduce economic inequality for two reasons: (i) this mechanism 

benefits those individuals who possess greater access to financial and, consequently, legal 

resources, and (ii) the mechanism cannot by character be anything other than compensatory, and 

does not address the social structures that generate social inequality. 

 The argument that constitutional protection for social and economic rights is an efficient 

mechanism for reducing inequality must first of all accomplish the challenging task of 

contradicting practical experience. For one, since the promulgation of the Federal Constitution of 

1988 in Brazil, which provides broad protections for social and economic rights, inequality has 

remained practically unchanged, except for a small reduction in recent years that cannot be 

attributed to any legal mechanism for the protection of social and economic rights, but rather to 

redistributive policies and an increase in the income of the poorest groups.10 For another, the 

increased protection of social and economic rights in the United States fostered by the Supreme 

Court of the United States during the tenure of Earl Warren as Chief Justice from 1953 to 1969 

                                                            
10 BARROS, R.; CARVALHO, M.; FRANCO, S.; MENDOÇA, R. A Queda Recente da Desigualdade de Renda no 
Brasil, Textos para Discussão No. 1258, Brasília: Instituto de Pesquisa Econômica Aplicada, 2007. 
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was followed by a systematic increase in economic inequality over the next decades, an increase 

which was caused, again, by public policies. In fact, not even the much discussed actions of the 

Supreme Court in South Africa to protect social and economic rights, for all the praise its 

decisions have garnered, have managed to bring about any appreciable reduction in the level of 

economic inequality, since the economic performance of the country in recent years has 

diminished the capacity of the State to effectively implement policies to improve the standard of 

living of the greater part of the population. 

 To compensate for the lack of ‘success stories’ with regards the protection of social and 

economic rights by the judicial branch, it could be argued that the protection of such rights is not 

meant to reduce social inequality, but instead to offer guarantees for a series of rights that are in 

essence universal. To advance this argument, however, three other questions must be addressed, 

three points that raise issues of considerable complexity: (i) the preservation of democracy in 

countries characterized by inequality hinges on an effective reduction in economic inequality; (ii) 

in consideration of the limited resources at each society’s disposal to combat economic 

inequality and the resulting violation of rights, those resources must be invested in the most 

redistributive manner possible to avoid the perpetuation of privileges; and (iii) protecting social 

and economic rights in a way that inadvertently results in greater benefits for the wealthy instead 

of the poor obviously delegitimizes both the democratic system and the very discourse of basic 

rights, which could lead to institutional crisis. 

 The conclusion, until these points are no longer valid, must be that the protection of 

social and economic rights cannot be justified in terms of each one’s value considered 

individually as universal, but rather by their effectiveness in distributing resources, as the 
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preponderant argument is that the implementation of each of these rights must result in a 

reduction of social and economic inequality. 

 In the case of the Brazilian constitutional system, there cannot be any doubt that the 

purpose of the protective system for social and economic rights is reducing inequality. First of all, 

in the very preamble of the Federal Constitution of 1988 it is clearly established that one of the 

primary functions of the Brazilian government involves equality, in the sense of the word 

defined in the third clause in Article 3, which sets as one of the four fundamental objectives of 

the Federal Republic of Brazil “to eradicate poverty and substandard living conditions and to 

reduce social and regional inequalities.” This principle surfaces again in Article 170, clause 7, of 

the Federal Constitution, which establishes as one of the principles for Brazilian economic order 

once again as “reduction of regional and social differences.” 

 Clearly, social and economic rights, as per their incorporation into the Federal 

Constitution of 1988, are not individual rights. As will be seen in greater detail when taking up 

the case of the protection of the right to health in Brazil by the Judiciary, the mistaken 

interpretation of social and economic rights as individual rights by the Judiciary results in the 

violation of the governing principle of the Brazilian constitutional system, which calls for the 

implementation of social and economic rights to be done with the objective of reducing social 

inequality and eliminating extreme poverty.  

 Granted, the drafters of the constitutional text did write several rights into the Federal 

Constitution of 1988 that are difficult to implement. They are not, however, as disconnected 

from the reality of the country as one might at first imagine. Some critics might call it an attempt 

to implement a Scandinavian constitution in a poor country, yet this is too superficial a reading. 
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 If, on one hand, it is true that the objective of creating a symbolic constitution to mark the 

transition from dictatorship to democracy in many instances led to grandiose rhetoric and even 

poetry, on the other hand, in the case of social and economic rights, the Federal Constitution is 

particularly straightforward. 

 Reading the constitutional text, it becomes obvious that the drafters realized that Brazil 

was a highly unequal country with low income per capita and a state apparatus still under 

construction. Hence no attempt to create a social welfare State following the Scandinavian was 

made, one in which the government would monopolize certain basic services. What was created 

was a model suited for the country at its particular stage of development in light of its specific 

social problems, one which often devised innovative rules to formulate both private and 

government initiatives to provide basic services such as healthcare, education, or the 

development of the infrastructure for housing. 

 There is no provision declaring that any of the social or economic rights listed in Article 

6 of the 1988 Federal Constitution shall be exclusively served by the government. These are: (i) 

education, (ii) health, (iii) food, (iv) work, (v) habitation, (vi) leisure, (vii) security, (viii) social 

security, (ix) protection of motherhood and childhood, and (x) assistance to the destitute. They 

are all part of the construction of a system in which the government articulates public policies to 

be implemented in conjunction with private initiatives and non-governmental organizations that 

provide social assistance.  

 These rights were purposely left out of the preceding article of the Federal Constitution of 

1988, Article 5, which specifically lists the individual rights that are constitutionally guaranteed. 

The reason is obvious, and well-grounded in Brazil’s institutional history. The Brazilian State, 
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structured at its base upon patrimonial relationships, can only break down those structures and 

cure the deep causes for social inequality by treating social and economic rights differently from 

traditional individual rights. Were the treatment of the two kinds of rights the same, social and 

economic rights would be used in practice as a means to maintain inequality and the 

concentration of privileges for the benefit of a small minority. Unlike civic and political rights, 

implementing social and economic rights requires the administration of very significant volumes 

of resources that must be spent quickly for the direct benefit of determined groups. The 

effectuation of these rights requires an extremely well-organized and efficient administrative 

apparatus, one characteristic of modern states. 

 That the Brazilian Judiciary has begun interpreting the social and economic rights of the 

1988 Federal Constitution as individual rights thus represents, in large measure, a step 

backwards in the struggle to reduce inequality, as it affords greater protection to those who are 

already in a privileged position and have access to financial and legal resources. 

 In a classic study of this problem in the United States, the model involving legal 

mechanisms for redress on an individual bases under judicial control was deemed insufficient, 

for those who have greater access to economic and legal resources are those who in the end 

benefit most from the system.11 

 The greatest element of the benefit that better-off citizens can make of the traditional 

rights system lies in the advantage that they obtain through constant participation in the system 

over those who only participate in the system incidentally. Regular participants have the 

following advantages: (i) planning their behavior and collecting useful information in 

                                                            
11 GALANTER, M.  “Why the ‘Haves’ Come Out Ahead: Speculations on the Limits of Legal Change.”  Law and 
Society Review, v. 95, 1974, p. 95-160. 
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anticipation of potential litigation; (ii) recourse to specialists; (iii) developing close relationships 

with government officials; (iv) calling on credibility acquired in previous lawsuits; (v) making 

strategic use of the probability of losing certain types of motions; (vi) lobbying; and obviously 

(vii) using procedural tactics to avoid questions of merit. 

 It could be said that such arguments do not apply to the present case, for such advantages 

are more pronounced in confrontations between individuals who rarely use the legal system and 

organizations that constantly use it, that is, in conflicts between consumers and businesses, 

whereas in the case of individual protections of social and economic rights, individuals with little 

experience normally go up against the government. In this situation the immediate effect of the 

inequality in terms of access to legal resources stems from the fact that the government is usually 

the constant user of the justice system and thus holds an advantage over isolated individuals. 

 The most significant danger, however, lies where intuitively one would expect the 

solution. Lawyers for individuals, because of their specialized experience, should cancel out the 

benefits organizations gain through constant use of the Judiciary, thus ensuring equal footing for 

claimants against the government. In the scenario where citizens challenge the government, it is 

even possible to imagine that competent, specialized lawyers would have an advantage over the 

government, an advantage that would be transferred to the citizens. This could be a solution for 

the asymmetry, but instead is precisely where the problem lies. 

 The fact that good lawyers can transfer the advantage of their specialized experience of 

confronting the government to citizens in the end succumbs, once again, to the problem of social 

inequality. Such specialization has enormous value, as well as a price proportional to its value, a 

price that only citizens with considerable wealth can afford. 
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 A poor citizen, or better yet, one among the poorest of the poor, does not, in the first 

place, even have the basic knowledge that such rights that can be defended in courts. We are 

talking here of people found in isolated pockets of utter poverty that are concentrated, for the 

most part, in the interior of Brazil, far from any resources, both public and private. The 

asymmetry of information is of such a scale that reliable comparison is not even possible, for the 

first scarce legal resource is the very awareness of the rights through which the constitutional 

system seeks to protect them – the poorest of the poor – most of all. The first problem is thus 

clear: the system of individual protections excludes the people whom the constitutional system 

should protect most, that is, the poorest of the poor, the illiterate, those who are so truly destitute 

of resources that they have no conception of the rights they hold that could reduce the effects of 

the extreme inequality. 

 Now, let us take a hypothetical situation in which the rights of a poor citizen are violated 

by the State, a citizen who knows his or her rights and wants to defend them. His or her 

disadvantage in comparison to a rich citizen is evident. Imagine two identical cases, one 

affecting a rich citizen and the other involving a poor citizen. Let us say that, the case being 

uncomplicated, both are in a position to contract a lawyer with the necessary level of experience. 

The cost, proportionate to income, will be much greater for the poor citizen than for the rich one. 

In more complicated cases, it is easy to imagine that only citizens of significant economic wealth 

would be able to contract the necessary services for competent defense of their rights. The poorer 

citizen would either desist because of the cost or would contract the services of a lawyer lacking 

adequate experience, which would put them at a distinct disadvantage compared to the wealthier 

citizen. 
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 An attempt must be made to find an alternative that does not produce asymmetries so 

extreme that it makes the system for the individual protection of social and economic rights 

appear farcical. One such alternative would be the provision of legal services for the poorest 

sectors by lawyers paid by the State, and in fact in Brazil there is a constitutional sanction 

obliging federal entities and government to employ such public defenders. The capacity, 

however, of the public defenders in Brazil is minimal, far too feeble to restore the balance. In a 

recent report, a total of 4,515 active state public defenders were found in all of the Brazilian 

states.12 If only for the purposes of comparison, the Brazilian bar association puts the number of 

duly registered and licensed lawyers at 656,968.13 In other words, it can be said with confidence 

that less than 1% of practicing Brazilian lawyers are public defenders, meaning the lawyers who 

attend to the people in Brazil whose standard of living is beneath the line denoting absolute 

misery. It so happens that, according to recent data published by the World Bank, 9.9% of the 

total Brazilian population lived under the poverty line in 2009.14 Little effort is necessary to to 

grasp the disproportion in available legal resources, especially when considering that those 

public defenders that do exist are primarily concentrated in urban areas that are often quite far 

from the communities that are in effect the poorest. 

 One would expect, then, that relying on the individual protection of social and economic 

rights in courts tends to favor individuals who have sufficient resources to contract the most 

expensive and experienced lawyers. The system risks becoming perverse, furthermore, when the 

benefit that can be obtained through litigation is much superior to the investment needed to 
                                                            
12 Ministério da Justiça, III Diagnóstico da Defensoria Pública no Brasil, Brasília, Ministério da Justiça, 2009, p. 104 
(the research does not include data on public defenders from the following states: Amapá, Paraná, and Rio Grande 
do Norte). 
13 Available at http://www.oab.org.br/relatorioAdvOAB.asp, last checked April 23, 2011. 
14 Data regarding the percentage of the population living on under US$2 per day, in terms of the purchasing power 
of the dollar in 2009 for the year 2009, according to World Development Indicators, are available at 
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SI.POV.2DAY, last verified April 23, 2011. 
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contract a lawyer. It creates an incentive for the middle classes to take advantage of the system in 

ways that are unavailable to the most unprivileged groups, who lack the knowledge or the 

resources to contract specialized lawyers. 

 For this reason, the Brazilian constitutional system clearly set social and economic rights 

as rights derived from the application of public policy and the Judiciary was given the 

responsibility for verifying that these policies are correctly implemented. Public policies are the 

only means for social and economic rights to be implemented in a way that mainly benefits the 

poorest of the poor, that is, those for whom direct state action has the most potential to effect a 

reduction in the abysmal social inequality that characterizes Brazilian society. The debasement 

of this conception represents nothing less than the recurrence of patrimonialism in actions of 

apparent charity that use government resources in ways that do not benefit the people who need 

them most. 

4. The Case of the Right to Health and the Risks of Individualing Public Policies 

In the case of Brazil, the treatment of the right to health has become the most serious example of 

this dysfunction. On one hand, high healthcare costs and restrictions in private health insurance 

policies drive a significant number of middle-class people to seek state-subsidized health 

services or medication by bringing claims based on the universal right to health before the courts. 

On the other hand, certain health issues exert considerable pressure on judges, who are at times 

confronted with the argument that failure to concede an injunction granting a prescription will 

lead to the death of the plaintiff. The result of the systematic use of the Judiciary to guarantee on 

an individual basis the supposed individual right to state-subsidized medications could lead to 

the debasement of the entire constitutional system of social and economic rights. Before briefly 
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addressing some the points in the current debate surrounding the Brazilian jurisprudence in this 

matter, the relevant constitutional articles should be revisited. The most relevant of these, whose 

text in fact summarizes the argument of this section of the paper, is Article 196 of the Federal 

Constitution, which stipulates:  

Health is a right of all and a duty of the State and shall be guaranteed by means of 
social and economic policies aimed at reducing the risk of illness and other 
hazards and at the universal and equal access to actions and services for its 
promotion, protection and recovery. 

It should be sufficient that the article specifically states that the right to health is to be protected 

by means of public policies for it to be clear that it differs from an individual right. Yet the 

drafters of the constitutional text went to greater efforts to make this explicit, specifying in the 

next article, Article 197, that:  

Health actions and services are of public importance, and it is incumbent upon the 
Government to provide, in accordance with the law, for their regulation, 
supervision and control, and they shall be carried out directly or by third parties 
and also by individuals or private legal entities. 

 The composition of the constitutional text concerning health was subjected to great 

debate in civil society and led to the formation of a unified system that not only integrates 

various levels and entities of the federal government, but also private healthcare networks. In a 

continental country marked by enormous economic and regional inequality, there can be no 

doubt that such an integrated system could afford a crucial tool for reducing those inequalities. 

The constitutionalization of this system may well be the greatest achievement of the 1988 
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Federal Constitution in terms of social and economic rights understood as a means for reducing 

social inequalities.15 

 Running counter to this major social achievement, since 1988 there has been a massive 

increase in the number of legal claims demanding the concession of medication or types of 

special medical treatments from the government on an utterly indiscriminate basis. These claims 

are based solely on Article 196 of the Federal Constitution and the supposition that the right to 

health provides legal grounds for such individual claims. The number has grown so large that the 

Supreme Court (STF) decided to hold a public hearing on the issue, the result of which will be 

analyzed at the end of this section. 

 Many of these claims were initiated immediately after the 1988 Federal Constitution was 

promulgated and primarily focused on requests for concessions of medication to treat HIV/AIDS. 

A detailed study of the evolution of the jurisprudence regarding the concession of medication in 

such cases by the São Paulo state court revealed that in every single case analyzed, a court order 

was issued for the concession of the medications, that in almost every case the right to health was 

interpreted as an individual right, and that, furthermore, in less than a quarter of the favorable 

decisions was any aspect of public healthcare policies taken into consideration.16 In other words, 

                                                            
15 Studies have shown that the national public healthcare system primarily serves the poorest segments of the 
population. They reveal, furthermore, that instances where care is refused affect, among the poorest, those of Afro-
Brazilian descent when it is unlikely that such neglect will result in a lawsuit. For more details, consult: Ribeiro, M. 
C. S. A. et al., “Perfil sociodemográfico e padrão de utilização de serviços de saúde para usuários e não-usuários do 
SUS – PNAD 2003,” Ciência & Saúde Coletiva, 11(4):1011-1022, 2006. 
16 In a recent study of 144 judgments by the São Paulo state court, it was found that the trial judge conceded 
anticipated concession (following administrative review) in every case. On appeal, 85% of the motions for 
concession on merit were granted. In only 28.5% of the decisions conceding free distribution of  the medication was 
the necessity of a public policy to implement the right to health considered. Moreover, in 93% of the cases, the right 
to health was considered an individual right, not a collective one. See FERREIRA, C. et al. “O Judiciário e as 
políticas públicas de saúde no Brasil: o caso AIDS” in Prêmio Ipea 40 Anos - IPEA Caixa 2004: Monografias 
Premiadas, 2005, pp. 389-431. 
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basic factors such as the level of resources at the claimant’s disposal, the government policies in 

place, and the distributive consequences of these decisions were, in general, ignored. 

 This use of legal recourse follows precisely the opposite path that the 1988 Federal 

Constitution’s drafters intended. The growing pressure of concessions for medication from the 

Judiciary led the Executive to develop a specific policy for the universal distribution of drugs to 

treat HIV/AIDS. The policy culminated in Law 9.313, passed on November 13, 1996, which 

created a legal framework for such universal access and pushed the government to negotiate 

large scale purchases of medicine at reduced prices from pharmaceutical companies. The results 

of the program were very positive, and it became an international reference. 

 The case of the Brazilian HIV/AIDS program is quite emblematic of the issue at hand. In 

the first place, this is because it could be considered, at least at first glance, a success. After all, it 

concerns an internationally recognized public policy that originated in legal claims. In what 

could come as a surprise, however, deeper analysis casts doubt over the wisdom of making a 

national policy for HIV/AIDS a national priority without any consideration for its costs. 

 Consider the following figures. In the 2007 federal budget, around 1.3 billion reals were 

allocated to the National HIV/AIDS Program, whereas only 1.5 billion were allocated for the 

distribution of all of the other medications to the general population, and projects for the 

improvement of basic sanitary conditions received just 1.6 billion.17 Considering that the 

overarching objective of the right to health is securing the highest standard of living possible for 

the general population with a finite quantity of resources, it is not unreasonable to question 

whether those resources could save more lives and raise average life expectancy if used 
                                                            
17 This represents 3.2% of the total budget for the Ministry of Health in Brazil and is greater than the total budget of 
the Ministry of the Environment, of Culture, of Communication, or Mines and Energy. See Jornal do Senado, 
Senado Federal, December 26, 2006, p. 9. 
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differently. It is therefore necessary to determine what decision-making mechanisms should be 

employed to ensure that the limited resources available are allocated with the greatest 

distributive efficiency possible and, as a consequence, as democratically as possible. It seems 

rather clear that the Judiciary on its own does not possess the necessary technical resources to 

perform this type of analysis, be it through individual claims or collective actions. 

 In the case of the HIV/AIDS policy, there is a clear discrepancy in the expenditures of the 

program, which alone absorbs greater amounts of resources than all of the other federal programs 

of medication distribution. This is curious for a country that is still besieged by tropical diseases 

that cause a significant number of deaths, such as malaria, dengue, and schistosomiasis, all of 

which have a lower cost of prevention. The explanation for the paradox is easily found, as the 

claims filed for the concession of HIV/AIDS medication originated in the major urban centers 

and middle class groups, where people were aware of advanced medical treatments available 

abroad and used the Judiciary to pressure the government for the acquisition of medications 

whose costs rose continuously. 

 Intriguingly, the success of the Brazilian campaign against HIV/AIDS did not lie in the 

free distribution of drugs to treat it, but rather in the preventive educative policy, which resulted 

in a significant increase of control over the spread of the disease. As regards the element of the 

program that involved free distribution of medication, the action of the Brazilian government can 

best be described as faltering. There was one, and only one, truly exemplary act – when the 

government issued a compulsory license in May 2007 for the antiretroviral drug Efavirenz18 – 

yet it was only in 2009 that generic production in a Brazilian laboratory of the medicament 

                                                            
18 Executive Order no. 6.108, May 4, 2007. 
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started, which translates into substantial savings for the Brazilian government, but only after 

nearly 8 years of negotiations with the drug’s manufacturer.   

 One possible conclusion is that, had the Judiciary been stricter in its interpretation of the 

Federal Constitution of 1988, demonstrating more fidelity to the constitutional text, the 

organized groups behind the successive waves of demands for new medications would then have 

had to duly seek the compulsory licensing of those drugs, which would have significantly 

reduced public spending. In a different sense, the interest of the pharmaceutical companies in 

maintaining the present system is understandable, a system in which courts become, so to speak, 

regular customers who purchase high cost medications, and even experimental medicines, at full 

price, rather than having to negotiate directly with the government which, unlike the judges, 

wields great bargaining power and whose actions do not benefit one single citizen, but millions 

of them. 

 Instead the practice that began with isolated demands for the concession of drugs to treat 

HIV/AIDS became generalized, as claimants insisted on medications for a host of diseases, free 

of charge, remedies that cost more and more, that were often experimental, unauthorized for sale 

in Brazil, and often even against specific policy guidelines published by the Ministry of Health 

for certain illnesses. 

 The most detailed studies of the subject indicate that such claims tend to benefit the 

wealthiest, as was argued earlier. In the broadest study of the judicialization of the right to health 

in Brazil, 3,007 lawsuits from 2006 were analyzed. The cases studied involved suits filed against 

the Health Department of the State of São Paulo in which the court granted the plaintiff medical 

concessions free of charge. The results are quite revealing. In 74% of the cases studied, the 
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plaintiffs were represented by a private attorney, compared to 26% in which representation was 

provided by public interest and service organizations. 

 77% of the medications solicited did not figure on the list of those provided by the 

Ministry of Health’s public healthcare system and 3% were not even commercially licensed for 

Brazil. These statistics reveal how the concession of those medications violates two important 

principles of good public administration. 

 With regards the 77% of drugs that were not covered by the national healthcare plan, 

their concession by court order, besides contradicting a prior decision of the Executive, also 

results in a violation of bidding and government spending rules. It is important to emphasize this 

point, for if such purchases had not been mandated by court order, they would represent a serious 

infraction of the law, especially considering that in some cases these court orders stipulated that 

the acquisition of the medication be handled directly by the beneficiary. In other words, the court 

order itself, in and of itself, represents a violation of the law. In the case of medicaments whose 

commercialization was not permitted in Brazil, such disregard for standing legal principles is 

even more blatant, since the commercialization of those medications through other channels 

would constitute illicit, irregular commerce of the drug. 

 Yet the most telling statistic in the study being discussed concerns the economic capacity 

of the patients, measured by the degree of social vulnerability that corresponded to the location 

of their residence. The study showed that 51% of the claims were brought by individuals who 

lived in areas free of any social vulnerability, areas that only include 22% of the population of 

the state of São Paulo. The other 49% of the cases involved individuals who lived in areas of low 

to high levels of social vulnerability, which correspond to the conditions that a majority 
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representing 78% of the population in São Paulo of lower incomes endures. Based on the results 

of this in-depth study, there can be no doubt that the wealthier sectors of the population benefited 

more from individual protection of the right to health. But that is not all. The wealthiest sectors 

also sought the highest priced drugs, further aggravating the inequality of resource allocation.19 

 Lastly, there are other studies that also show that the lack of technical competence of the 

Judiciary to make this kind of decision results, purely and simply, in a waste of resources. Most 

of the treatments demanded, especially among the most expensive ones, are of dubious 

efficacy.20 It is still surprising to see that judges end up not only obliging the State to purchase 

medications whose effectiveness is uncertain, but also, in some cases, obliging it to purchase 

drugs whose commercialization in Brazil is technically illegal. Put another way, if a public 

administrator had done the same thing, it would constitute a grave infraction for which the 

administrator could be held personally responsible. 

 Several pertinent themes have been brought up so far: (i) the conflict implicit between the 

individualization of the right to health and the text of the 1988 Federal Constitution, (ii) the 

iniquity inherent in using legal recourse to obtain concessions and the possible inefficiency of 

this means, and (iii) the possibility that resources are squandered by conceding ineffective 

medication or, worse yet, that could lead to negative health effects because of their experimental 

                                                            
19 Patients from the least vulnerable levels accounted for 75% of the requests for cancer treatments unavailable in 
Brazil and 52% of the cancer drugs in general. Requests from the most vulnerable groups mainly involved 
medication available through the public healthcare system. The reason is obvious. The poorest citizens use the 
public healthcare system, where the doctors prescribe medicine from the recommended list, hence the poorest only 
use recourse to the courts when those drugs are out of stock. The wealthiest citizens consult private doctors who 
prescribe medications that are not on the public healthcare’s list and that are occasionally experimental drugs only 
available abroad. A. L. Chieffi, R. B. Barata, Cad. Saúde Pública, Rio de Janeiro, vol. 25, 1839-1849 (2009), p. 1847. 
20 In a study of lawsuits from 2005 filed against the Secretary of Health for the Municipality of São Paulo, it was 
found that 75% of the total resulting expense of those lawsuits went for antineoplastic cancer drugs. Of the 10 
antineoplastic drugs identified in the lawsuits, 4 had not been proved effective and another 5 were of limited 
effectiveness, 3 of which had not been approved for commercialization in Brazil.  F. S. Vieira, P. Zucchi, “As 
distorções causadas palas ações judiciais à política de medicamentos no Brasil,” Revista de Saúde Pública 2007; 
41:214-22, p. 217. 
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nature. These points, together with the rising number of claims for the free concession of 

medicine, were the justification for the convocation of a public hearing on the subject by the 

Brazilian Supreme Court (STF). This hearing was carried out on April 27 - 29, and then May 4 - 

7, 2009. Lamentably, the results of the hearing, both in terms of the debate that took place and its 

impact on the jurisprudence, were disappointing. 

 To begin, it must be pointed out that it became clear during the public hearing that there 

lacks sufficient information on the subject. Since the legal claims are sometimes brought against 

the federal government, and other times against state or municipal governments almost 

haphazardly, there lacks a conclusive analysis of the distortions the claims produce in the 

operation of the public healthcare system. The issues raised by the studies mentioned above were 

all expressed by the representatives of the federal government who were present at the hearing, 

mainly by the then-Attorney General who now sits on the STF, Minister José Antônio Dias 

Toffoli, who mainly emphasized the limitations on the resources of the federal government and 

the discrepancy between the medications demanded and those available through the national 

healthcare program.21 Along the same lines, the representative of the Ministry of Health made it 

clear that a complete picture of the system is necessary for the choices in terms of which 

medications to adopt and how much to invest in each illness and in each region of the country to 

be based on strategic planning instead of on a case-by-case ad hoc approach.22 In any case, 

during the hearing the lack of statistical justification or any empirical survey of the issue was felt 

keenly, which provides a clear indication that Brazilian courts are going to continue decide such 

                                                            
21 Available at 
http://www.stf.jus.br/arquivo/cms/processoAudienciaPublicaSaude/anexo/Sr._Min._Jose_Antonio_Dias_Toffoli__A
dvogado_Geral_da_Uniao_.pdf, last verified April 24, 2011. 
22 Available at 
http://www.stf.jus.br/arquivo/cms/processoAudienciaPublicaSaude/anexo/Sr._Alberto_Beltrami__Secretario_de_At
encao_a_Saude_.pdf, last verified April 24, 2011. 
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cases in the dark, without any knowledge of the consequences their decisions will collectively 

have on the national budget or generally for the protection of health. 

 Just as the discussion in the public hearing specially called to discuss the matter was 

superficial, so was its impact on the jurisprudence. The first case decided after the hearing was 

held involved a motion for special review to reverse a decision of the President of the STF that 

refused a request to suspend regulatory administrative proceedings and grant immediate 

concession of a medication called Zanesca for a patient suffering from a rare neurodegenerative 

disease.23 In that judgment, there was a glaring lack of any clear criteria for the concession of 

such medicaments by the Judiciary. One notable development in the case involves the opinion of 

Minister Gilmar Mendes that held the concession of medications whose commercialization is 

prohibited in Brazil to be a flagrant violation of the law that could no longer be permitted, this 

despite the fact that this particular point was not part of the decision under review. 

 In a different sense, however, in focusing on drugs lacking commercial licenses, the 

opinion of the minister only confirms the understanding that the fact of a drug’s exclusion from 

the list of the national public healthcare system’s recommended medications does not constitute 

a sufficient argument for courts to deny free concession of it. In truth it operates an absolutely 

irrational inversion of the burden of proof, forcing the government to prove a drug is absolutely 

ineffective before it can refuse concession, whereas logically one would think that the claimant 

would have to prove the relevance of the treatment for the exception to be granted. In the actual 

case, the STF justified its decision to grant the concession solely on the basis of the appraisal of a 

single hospital, which stated that the medication would increase the patient’s chances for survival. 

No other sort of confirmation or specialized opinion was requested, and the opinion of the 

                                                            
23 Supremo Tribunal Federal, STA 175, Min. Rel. Gilmar Mendes, j. 17.03.2010. 
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Minister of Health himself, who had approved the decision not to include the medication on his 

list of prescribed medicines for lack of proof of effectiveness, was disqualified as insufficient. 

 In other words, the STF completely rejected the argument that the decisions regarding the 

formulation of public health policies fall to the Executive, deputing to themselves the authority 

to decide matters as technical as whether a drug is or is not effective in the treatment of rare 

diseases, a question that would certainly even be difficult for specialized researchers to answer. 

On this point, the STF did not offer any directive regarding the limits on judicial authority to 

reformulate public health policies concerning the distribution of medications. 

 As for the redistributive consequences of such decisions, rather than including elements 

to enable the Judiciary to incorporate distributive analysis into its jurisdictional activity, the STF 

chose to ignore the question completely. And the use of the word ‘ignore’ is not used in the sense 

of ‘overlook,’ but rather in the sense that the court expressly stated that the issue was not relevant. 

According to the opinion of Minister Gilmar Mendes, 

[W]ith regards social rights, what must be taken into consideration is that the 
service owed by the State varies according to the specific needs of each citizen. 
Hence, while the State must dispose of a certain sum before it can afford a system 
that universally guarantees the freedom of all citizens, in the case of the right to 
health, however, it must dispense different quantities depending on the individual 
needs of each citizen. Allocating more resources to one citizen than another, 
therefore, implies adopting distributive criteria for those resources. 

 In other words, rather than require such decisions to adhere to some distributive criterion, 

or that the Judiciary accept the distributive determinations made by the Executive, it is 

understood that attending to social and economic rights is necessarily unequal, since different 

people have different needs. The Judiciary, then, is justified in obliging the Executive to 

purchase high cost medications of dubious effectiveness for individuals who might be able to pay 
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for the medication themselves on the basis of the idea that affirming social and economic rights 

is inherently unequal. 

 Curiously, a bad habit that has a long history in Brazilian legal practice is repeated in this 

case. It is the practice of using foreign arguments and debates to find answers for local problems. 

In the case at hand, the doctrine on which the opinion was based was almost wholly German, 

justly shaped by the logic of a rich, egalitarian State. Once “tropicalized” and removed from its 

proper context, the argument becomes fit for theater of the absurd. In countries that possess 

healthcare systems that are exclusively public, it would be unthinkable for an individual to make 

a demand before the courts for treatment that was not prescribed in the public health policy of 

that country. It would imply total contempt for the system, which envisages and is accordingly 

set up to provide services tailored to the needs of the entire population. Inserted into the 

Brazilian context, a country that is still developing and is extremely unequal, the result of 

applying this doctrine of social and economic rights, in spite of the rhetoric of protecting the 

poorest, turns out to be patently conservative: the right to health is an individual right, which can 

be demanded from the government by those who have the best lawyers and the best medical 

evaluations, independently of (i) the effectiveness of the treatment requested, (ii) the government 

policy in place for such treatment, (iii) the impact of the benefit on public coffers, and (iv) the 

economic capacity of the beneficiary and the potential injustice from the perspective of equity 

implicit in the decision. 

 At no moment was the possibility considered that conceding the benefit in the case at 

hand represented a withdrawal of resources from other areas, one that in and of itself signifies a 

greater risk of death for a number of other people, who are most probably poorer and lack voice 

to express their suffering. As mentioned earlier, this extraction of resources will inevitably affect 
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the poorest of the poor. The public healthcare system is as yet incapable of meeting all the 

demand for its services, and research indicates that the majority of people who do not receive 

attention when it is solicited live below the poverty line. 

 Perhaps surprisingly, the Executive’s response was rapid. On April 28, 2011, Law 12.401 

was approved, altering the parts of the legal foundation for the national healthcare system that 

concerned the distribution of medication to the population. 24 The changes basically created a 

much more dynamic mechanism for updating the list of recommended medicaments, as well as 

mechanisms for the division of attributions between the various federal entities. Symbolically, 

the law expressly prohibited the distribution of medicaments or indemnification for expenses that 

involve experimental procedures or are not approved by the national health agency that oversees 

these issues. It also expressly prohibited the distribution of domestic or imported medications 

that are not registered with that agency.25 In other words, it made explicit what had already been 

explicit, but in a way that constrains the Judiciary either to respect the mandate or to declare it 

unconstitutional. 

 Demonstrating its diligence, the Executive vetoed certain provisions of that legislation 

that could be considered clear evidence of the pharmaceutical industry’s lobbying efforts, such as 

a clause meant to prohibit the Executive from carrying out cost-benefit analysis when 

determining whether to include medications on the list of drugs distributed through the public 

healthcare system. 

 The question with which this section closes, then, is the following: Will the Brazilian 

“new constitutionalism” reveal itself sufficiently democratic to recognize the initiative of the 

                                                            
24 Law nº 8.080, September 19, 1990. 
25 The Agência Nacional de Vigilância Sanitária. 
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Legislature and Executive to limit the decision-making power of the Judiciary, and in so doing 

acknowledge the authority of the Executive to formulate public policy, or will Law 12.401 be 

declared unconstitutional? 

Conclusion 

The question posed at the outset of this paper was whether the increasing “judicialization” of 

social and economic rights represented a wave of “new constitutionalism” in Brazil, understood 

as social transformation in terms of greater democratization instigated principally by the judicial 

branch. The conclusion, necessarily, appears to be no. What can be identified is the recurrence of 

patrimonial dynamics, by which government serves the best-off classes, the privileged who are 

well aware of their “individual rights” and who have access to the lawyers capable of making the 

most of them. 

 The influence of legal doctrine from foreign sources, another aspect of this “new 

constitutionalism” that has global aspirations, is also more allegorical than effective. 

Patrimonialism has long since mastered the practice of “cannibalizing” foreign doctrine, using it 

as a purely rhetorical device to dress up local interests in universal terms.  

 The discussion of the judicialization of the right to health illustrates this well. First of all, 

we should wonder how the Brazilian courts came to unanimously recognize an individual right to 

health in a way that flagrantly contradicts the constitutional text. Secondly, the most thorough 

studies of the matter clearly reveal that the practice has a regressive effect and reinforces social 

inequality, favoring the middle classes, not the poorest of the poor, again in defiance of the 

constitutional text, once the objective of social and economic rights is recognized as the 

reduction of inequality. 
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 The question that remains is the following: For what reason did the jurisprudence only 

come together so neatly when interpreting the right to health as the right to the free concession of 

medication, rather than in consideration of the right to work, to education, or to adequate 

housing? The answer is simple. Judges, members of the same middle class, defend their interests 

as a class, and can identify with someone who is seeking free concession of medicine. Judges, 

confronted with the possibility that the person imploring concession might die, prefer performing 

charitable acts with government money over assuming the burden of such difficult decisions. 

Behind these decisions is not any “new,” modern, cosmopolitan, and democratic 

constitutionalism, but instead the same remarkable patrimonialism of Brazilian society for whom 

government is not considered the principal instrument for resource redistribution, but rather as 

the primary motor to preserve social inequality. 

 The poorest of the poor are excluded from the debate, indeed they are strangers to the 

very existence of certain constitutional rights. They would be so lucky to have drugs prescribed 

for their ailments; they die in the corridors of public hospitals before their illnesses are even 

diagnosed. These rights go unexercised because the poorest people do not know they exist. They 

are suited for people who have more wealth, people who can privatize them into individual rights, 

transforming them from “our” rights into “mine.” 

 Faced with tragic choices, the judges choose the life that is closest to them because they 

do not know, or do not have the means for knowing, that their choice might jeopardize a much 

greater number of lives that are far from them, far both in terms of physical and spiritual distance. 

 Thinking in individualistic terms is how countries remain eternally in the developing 

phase and permanently unequal. What is most provocative about the Brazilian situation is that 
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the text of the constitution indicates the correct direction to take. Moreover, in this specific case, 

the public health policy implemented is nothing short of exemplary and extremely well-suited for 

the reality of Brazil, and serves as a reference for many developed and developing countries. 

Before seeking new conquests, one must learn to appreciate the achievements of the past, the 

ones that only became possible after great effort and social mobilization. This must be done for 

genuine victories to be distinguished from false promises, and as far as reducing inequality in 

Brazil goes, the excuses for continuing to believe in false promises ran out centuries ago. 

Discovering the truth about social inequality in Brazil requires deep, perhaps painful, self-

evaluation, and unless that self-evaluation is conducted by those who have not suffered the full 

injustice of inequality, it will never become the source of a deep, genuine transformation in 

society. 


